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Abstract 

Earned value management (EVM) is a project control system that considers technical performance, 
schedule and budget. It offers an early warning method to know the need for corrective actions in the 
project. It was created to control project costs so it has not widely been used to control the project duration. 

There are some EVM-based proposed methods, focusing on time control, that measure time performance 
to support the making decision process. Those systems, offer the possibility of forecasting final project 
duration in addition to performance measurement. This paper shows the result of a research project that 
evaluated the application of EVM, and other EVM-based systems, such as Earned schedule (ESM) and 
Earned duration (EDM) management, to forecast project duration. 

In first place it was identified the metrics and schedule forecast procedure of each method, to later conduct 
the field research in construction site to build the data set of metrics. the project was monitored for 
reviewing control information. Performance information uncompleted or not clear were consulted with 
project manager. Every week was calculated earned value metrics and forecast according to each method 
and some scenarios. First scenario supposed that previous project performance would not affect future 
performance; the second scenario supposed that previous time performance would affect it; and the third 
scenario supposed that previous time and cost performance would affect future performance.  

Finally, it was evaluated the performance of methods under every scenario. The mean and standard 
deviation were calculated to establish the difference to the real project duration and a complementary 
analysis was conducted to measure the forecasts reliability through accuracy and precision measurement. 
It was used the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) to measure accuracy, and the Standard Deviation 
of the MAPE to evaluate precision. Both measurements were applied on every monthly forecast that every 
method offered during the construction phase of the projects.  
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The comparison among methods was made through a case study from the construction industry. A project 
scheduled for 19 weeks, which actually took 23 weeks. The monitoring and control meetings had a weekly 
base due to the duration of the project. Considering this, forecasts were calculated every week after every 
control was done. Information used to estimate final duration was extracted from weekly status reports and 
occasionally meetings with the project manager were held to understand problems and decisions.  
 
With a forecast average of 24 weeks, the closest forecast to the real project duration was ESM, even 
considering that previous performance problems would affect future performance. Considering general 
results by scenario, it could be seen that the forecast increased as the scenario changed from scenario 1 to 
3. Consequently, not considering previous performance produced more optimistic forecast in the case study. 
The research found that earned value methods are good proxies to forecast final project duration during the 
construction phase. The ESM, an EVM-extension, uses time units instead of cost units, was the best method 
to forecast final project duration.  
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